Travelport Launches Free COVID-19 Smartpoint Plugin
-

Provides comprehensive information on travel restrictions across the world, updated daily
Integrated directly into Smartpoint agent desktop for maximum efficiency

Langley, U.K., 15th July 2020: Travelport, a leading technology company serving the global
travel industry, today launched the Travelport COVID-19 Smartpoint Plugin. The plugin provides
travel agencies with the latest information on government restrictions, lockdowns and safety
measures across the globe all within the agent workflow. It is available free-of-charge to all
Travelport customers globally, using Travelport Smartpoint 8.2 or above, and can be
downloaded directly from Travelport Marketplace.
The new tool provides detailed information on a range of topics, including: lockdown rules, entry
requirements and quarantine measures for travelers. Country-level information can be displayed
at the click of a button, allowing agents to advise their customers easily and instantly.
Kyle Moore, Global Head of Customer Strategy and Marketing, Travelport
ecosystem today is probably the most complex it has ever been, with government, airline, and
hotel policies in every country constantlyo
longer need to constantly leave their workflow to search for accurate and up -to-date information
Sandeep Dwivedi, Chief Operating Officer at InterGlobe Technology Quotient , said: With
the looming uncertainty across the globe, having a substantial amount of certainty through
readily accessible up-to-date information including on government and airline policies shall
unequivocally prove beneficial for our network of agents and serve as a ready aid for gaining
momentum in operations and transactions. This free built-in plugin in the GDS is a welcome move

The information in the Travelport COVID-19 Smartpoint Plugin is provided by global travel safety
provide millions of travelers with the information they need to make informed decisions. With
travel showing signs of a long-awaited recovery, creating this sense of security will be key to the
Magnus Hultman, Chief Executive Officer
of Safeture.
-19 Smartpoint Plugin will allow our consultants to advise
our customers with up-to-date destination information regarding this pandemic straight from
the Smartpoint desktop. Travelport has turned this around quickly. It is great to know they are
listening to the needs of the industry and are prepared to supply new leading -edge tools that
Colin Boddy, Group Commercial Director, Meon Valley Travel
Group.
-19 Smartpoint Plugin, we can provide reliable information to clients
-class service to clients who can confidently make
Scott Pawley, Managing Director, Global Travel
Management.

The plugin is the latest Travelport initiative to arm travel agents with the safety information they
need and to support a safe, healthy, and responsible return to travel. In recent months, Travelport
has:
COVID-19 Resource Hub; compiling
information such as travel supplier policy trackers, relevant news, and guides. To-date, the
company has registered more than 80,000 visits to the hub.
Contributed to the formation of various World Travel and Tourism Council protocols aimed
at supporting a strong industry recovery.
Helped airlines to use the Travelport Rich Content and Branding merchandising solution to
communicate safety information to travel agents.
Worked with hotel groups to utilize descriptive space on the GDS screens to communica te
safety information.
A video demonstration of how the plugin works, can be found here.
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About Travelport
Travelport is the technology company which makes the experience of buying and managing
travel continually better, for everyone. It operates a travel commerce platform providing
distribution, technology, payment and other solutions for the global travel and tourism industry .
online and offline travel buyers in a proprietary business-to-business (B2B) travel platform.
Travelport has a leading position in airline merchandising, hotel content and distribution, car
rental, mobile commerce and B2B payment solutions. The company also provides IT services to
airlines, such as shopping, ticketing, departure control and other solutions. With net revenue of
over $2.5 billion in 2018, Travelport is headquartered in Langley, U.K., and is represented in
approximately 180 countries and territories.
To learn more about Travelport, visit www.travelport.com
Connect with Travelport on Social Media LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook
About ITQ
InterGlobe Technology Quotient (ITQ), a strategic business unit of InterGlobe Enterprises, is a
part of large Indian conglomerate established in 1989 and headquartered in Gurugram .
InterGlobe employs more than 22,000 professionals globally through its various businesses
leading in Aviation, Hospitality and Travel related services.
ITQ is an official distributor of Travelport in 6 markets across Asia Pacific region including India,
Sri Lanka. Headquartered in Gurgaon, the company provides cutting edge trav el technolog y
solutions with unmatched inventory options to its customers helping them increase their
productivity and business efficiency. With an extended network nearly 400 cities having 19
dedicated offices and 14 REPs, InterGlobe Technology Quotient reaches out to over 36,000
agency terminals, with two nationalised service centres and 16 training centres having state -ofthe-art infrastructure and facilities matching international standards.
For more information on ITQ and its business and financial solutions, visit www.itq,in
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